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The sale's top lot was a 30" x 25The sale's top lot was a 30" x 25The sale's top lot was a 30" x 25The sale's top lot was a 30" x 25
1/8" oil painting, a contemporary1/8" oil painting, a contemporary1/8" oil painting, a contemporary1/8" oil painting, a contemporary
copy of copy of copy of copy of The SlavesThe SlavesThe SlavesThe Slaves by Edward by Edward by Edward by Edward
Fitzgerald (1809-1883).Fitzgerald (1809-1883).Fitzgerald (1809-1883).Fitzgerald (1809-1883).
Produced in London in theProduced in London in theProduced in London in theProduced in London in the
1830's to 1850's, the painting1830's to 1850's, the painting1830's to 1850's, the painting1830's to 1850's, the painting
went to a collector on the phonewent to a collector on the phonewent to a collector on the phonewent to a collector on the phone
for $72,000 (est.for $72,000 (est.for $72,000 (est.for $72,000 (est.
$60,000/80,000). It was that$60,000/80,000). It was that$60,000/80,000). It was that$60,000/80,000). It was that
buyer's only purchase.buyer's only purchase.buyer's only purchase.buyer's only purchase.

Two pairs of 1750-1800 "MiddleTwo pairs of 1750-1800 "MiddleTwo pairs of 1750-1800 "MiddleTwo pairs of 1750-1800 "Middle
Passage" slave shackles sold inPassage" slave shackles sold inPassage" slave shackles sold inPassage" slave shackles sold in
separate lots for $6000 and $6720separate lots for $6000 and $6720separate lots for $6000 and $6720separate lots for $6000 and $6720
on the same $2500/3500 estimateon the same $2500/3500 estimateon the same $2500/3500 estimateon the same $2500/3500 estimate
to the same Britain-basedto the same Britain-basedto the same Britain-basedto the same Britain-based
collector on the phone. Eachcollector on the phone. Eachcollector on the phone. Eachcollector on the phone. Each
consists of a wrought-iron bar toconsists of a wrought-iron bar toconsists of a wrought-iron bar toconsists of a wrought-iron bar to
which are attached two circularwhich are attached two circularwhich are attached two circularwhich are attached two circular
wrist pieces. One pair is smallerwrist pieces. One pair is smallerwrist pieces. One pair is smallerwrist pieces. One pair is smaller
than the other, with 2¾"than the other, with 2¾"than the other, with 2¾"than the other, with 2¾"
diameter wrist pieces, probablydiameter wrist pieces, probablydiameter wrist pieces, probablydiameter wrist pieces, probably
meant for women or young men,meant for women or young men,meant for women or young men,meant for women or young men,
according to the catalog.according to the catalog.according to the catalog.according to the catalog.

A Xrst edition of A Xrst edition of A Xrst edition of A Xrst edition of A History ofA History ofA History ofA History of
the Amistad Captivethe Amistad Captivethe Amistad Captivethe Amistad Captives, publisheds, publisheds, publisheds, published
in New Haven by E.L. & J.W.in New Haven by E.L. & J.W.in New Haven by E.L. & J.W.in New Haven by E.L. & J.W.
Barber in 1840, fetched $20,400Barber in 1840, fetched $20,400Barber in 1840, fetched $20,400Barber in 1840, fetched $20,400
(est. $5000/7500) from a Britain-(est. $5000/7500) from a Britain-(est. $5000/7500) from a Britain-(est. $5000/7500) from a Britain-
based collector bidding by phone.based collector bidding by phone.based collector bidding by phone.based collector bidding by phone.
This copy of the 32-page volumeThis copy of the 32-page volumeThis copy of the 32-page volumeThis copy of the 32-page volume
includes the frontispiece, a hand-includes the frontispiece, a hand-includes the frontispiece, a hand-includes the frontispiece, a hand-
colored foldout pictured here,colored foldout pictured here,colored foldout pictured here,colored foldout pictured here,
which is often lacking, and a mapwhich is often lacking, and a mapwhich is often lacking, and a mapwhich is often lacking, and a map
and 38 engraved proXles of theand 38 engraved proXles of theand 38 engraved proXles of theand 38 engraved proXles of the
slave ship's captives who, afterslave ship's captives who, afterslave ship's captives who, afterslave ship's captives who, after
their insurrection, recapture, andtheir insurrection, recapture, andtheir insurrection, recapture, andtheir insurrection, recapture, and
lengthy legal battles, werelengthy legal battles, werelengthy legal battles, werelengthy legal battles, were
declared free.declared free.declared free.declared free.

A so-called Slave Bible, used toA so-called Slave Bible, used toA so-called Slave Bible, used toA so-called Slave Bible, used to
record information about arecord information about arecord information about arecord information about a
plantation's slaves, sold to aplantation's slaves, sold to aplantation's slaves, sold to aplantation's slaves, sold to a
collector for $27,600 (est.collector for $27,600 (est.collector for $27,600 (est.collector for $27,600 (est.
$5000/7000). Published by C.$5000/7000). Published by C.$5000/7000). Published by C.$5000/7000). Published by C.
Alexander in Philadelphia inAlexander in Philadelphia inAlexander in Philadelphia inAlexander in Philadelphia in
1834, the Bible is important for1834, the Bible is important for1834, the Bible is important for1834, the Bible is important for
the handwritten material itthe handwritten material itthe handwritten material itthe handwritten material it
contains-seven manuscriptcontains-seven manuscriptcontains-seven manuscriptcontains-seven manuscript
"Family Record" pages recording"Family Record" pages recording"Family Record" pages recording"Family Record" pages recording
the births and deaths of slavesthe births and deaths of slavesthe births and deaths of slavesthe births and deaths of slaves
owned by the Benjamin H.owned by the Benjamin H.owned by the Benjamin H.owned by the Benjamin H.
Munday Jr. family of EssexMunday Jr. family of EssexMunday Jr. family of EssexMunday Jr. family of Essex
County, Virginia. In someCounty, Virginia. In someCounty, Virginia. In someCounty, Virginia. In some
instances the pages includeinstances the pages includeinstances the pages includeinstances the pages include
purchase details. For example,purchase details. For example,purchase details. For example,purchase details. For example,
"Sally and three children"Sally and three children"Sally and three children"Sally and three children
purchased of H Hard at Sheric'spurchased of H Hard at Sheric'spurchased of H Hard at Sheric'spurchased of H Hard at Sheric's
sale $400...." According to thesale $400...." According to thesale $400...." According to thesale $400...." According to the
catalog, the Bible may have beencatalog, the Bible may have beencatalog, the Bible may have beencatalog, the Bible may have been
used by the slaves on Sundays.used by the slaves on Sundays.used by the slaves on Sundays.used by the slaves on Sundays.
Today, such scarce records areToday, such scarce records areToday, such scarce records areToday, such scarce records are
useful to African-Americansuseful to African-Americansuseful to African-Americansuseful to African-Americans
doing genealogical research.doing genealogical research.doing genealogical research.doing genealogical research.

A woman in the room who wasA woman in the room who wasA woman in the room who wasA woman in the room who was
bidding for the Smithsonian'sbidding for the Smithsonian'sbidding for the Smithsonian'sbidding for the Smithsonian's
NMAAHC paid $9000 (est.NMAAHC paid $9000 (est.NMAAHC paid $9000 (est.NMAAHC paid $9000 (est.
$3000/5000) for a rarely seen$3000/5000) for a rarely seen$3000/5000) for a rarely seen$3000/5000) for a rarely seen
image of a young Frederickimage of a young Frederickimage of a young Frederickimage of a young Frederick
Douglass. The 14" x 9½"Douglass. The 14" x 9½"Douglass. The 14" x 9½"Douglass. The 14" x 9½"
lithographic sheet, titledlithographic sheet, titledlithographic sheet, titledlithographic sheet, titled
"Farewell Song of Frederick"Farewell Song of Frederick"Farewell Song of Frederick"Farewell Song of Frederick
Douglass," was meant for theDouglass," was meant for theDouglass," was meant for theDouglass," was meant for the
cover of engraved sheet music ofcover of engraved sheet music ofcover of engraved sheet music ofcover of engraved sheet music of
the same title. Published inthe same title. Published inthe same title. Published inthe same title. Published in
London in 1847, the portrait wasLondon in 1847, the portrait wasLondon in 1847, the portrait wasLondon in 1847, the portrait was
done by British artist Williamdone by British artist Williamdone by British artist Williamdone by British artist William
Behnes (d. 1864); the music wasBehnes (d. 1864); the music wasBehnes (d. 1864); the music wasBehnes (d. 1864); the music was
composed by Julia Grihths.composed by Julia Grihths.composed by Julia Grihths.composed by Julia Grihths.

A Britain-based collector on theA Britain-based collector on theA Britain-based collector on theA Britain-based collector on the
phone paid $9000 (est.phone paid $9000 (est.phone paid $9000 (est.phone paid $9000 (est.
$3500/5000) for a second edition$3500/5000) for a second edition$3500/5000) for a second edition$3500/5000) for a second edition
of of of of The Interesting Narrative ofThe Interesting Narrative ofThe Interesting Narrative ofThe Interesting Narrative of
the Life of Olaudah Equiano, orthe Life of Olaudah Equiano, orthe Life of Olaudah Equiano, orthe Life of Olaudah Equiano, or
Gustavus Vassa, The African.Gustavus Vassa, The African.Gustavus Vassa, The African.Gustavus Vassa, The African.
Written by HimselfWritten by HimselfWritten by HimselfWritten by Himself. Published in. Published in. Published in. Published in
London by T. Wilkins in 1790, itLondon by T. Wilkins in 1790, itLondon by T. Wilkins in 1790, itLondon by T. Wilkins in 1790, it
is the story of a Nigerian whois the story of a Nigerian whois the story of a Nigerian whois the story of a Nigerian who
was enslaved in Virginia.was enslaved in Virginia.was enslaved in Virginia.was enslaved in Virginia.
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Swann's most successful
African-Americana sale to date
took place on March 1 at the
auction house's Manhattan
gallery, grossing $1,010,444
(including buyers' premiums).
The result was thanks to its
largest catalog ever and
competitive bidding by
institutions and determined
private buyers. The sale ocered
536 lots, and 427 (80%) of them
sold at the auction and later in
post-auction deals. It was the
Xrst time a sale organized by this
department has broken the $1
million mark.

On the morning of the sale,
Huhngton Post writer
Trymaine Lee referred to the
annual event as "the Super Bowl
of African Americana." He
recounted for his readers what
many insiders have known for
years. "No other auction in the
country ocers such an expansive
collection of rare African-
American material." In the
auction room, taking up the
football theme, Swann president
and auctioneer Nicholas Lowry
told his audience the sobriquet
must mean that the
department's specialist, Wyatt
Houston Day, was the team's
"quarterback."

"It's tremendous," Day said in a
phone conversation afterward.
He was especially pleased that,
by his reckoning, "the majority
of the important historical
archival material—research
material—went to public
collections." He named Yale
University, Emory University in
Atlanta, the Schomburg Center
for Research in Black Culture in
New York City, and the
Smithsonian's National
Museum of African American
History and Culture
(NMAAHC) in Washington,
D.C., as major institutional
buyers.

These sales often ocer archives
daunting for anyone—or any
team—thinking of processing
them. This time, the largest and
most signiXcant archive was that
of Dorothy Porter Wesley
(1905-1995). A librarian,
author, and bibliographer,
Porter Wesley began to develop
Howard University's Library of
Negro Life and History in 1930.
She grew it from a small
collection of 3000 titles to
nearly 200,000 by the time she
retired in 1973. Now called the
Moorland-Spingarn Research
Center, it is considered one of
the largest and most
comprehensive collections of
African-American history in the
world.

The archive came from
Constance "Coni" Porter
Uzelac, the daughter of Porter
Wesley and artist James A.
Porter (1905-1970), in more
than 85 archival boxes
approximately 12" x 12" x 6"
each. The lot sold for $43,200
(est. $50,000/75,000) to Yale
University via William Reese
Company in New Haven,
Connecticut.

Reese, who bought 52 lots in all
(mainly for Yale but also for
other institutions and for
stock), said, "Doctor Porter
Wesley was an important
African-American academic.
She was certainly a pioneer as a
black woman in academia and
also an important book person
—a pioneer bibliographer. So
there is a lot of material in the
papers that Yale felt would be of
use to scholars."

Reese guessed that he was
bidding against the reserve.
"That's because I think it was
just too formidable a project for
most places to consider, not
from the acquisition point of
view but from the processing."
What happens after an entity
buys something of such
magnitude requires "almost
more of a commitment than the
initial purchase," he noted.
"With something like this, you
can't separate the cost of the
archive from the cost of the
cataloging. They really are part
and parcel." Yale's Beinecke
Library, he added, "has a
division that does nothing but
process large archives. They're in
the business. So I think Yale was
a good institution to take it on."

Yale also bought via Reese a
much smaller archive,
approximately 200 pieces,
relating to the "Red Summer" of
1919. A term coined by the
NAACP's James Weldon
Johnson (1871-1938), it
describes the bloody race riots of
that summer in more than three
dozen American cities, from
New London, Connecticut, to
San Francisco. The archive's
ohcial reports, letters,
telegrams, and other documents
deal with the NAACP's actions
to aid victims of the riots and
the defense of those who were
arrested as a result. The price for
that archive was $14,400 (est.
$6000/8000).

"The race riots of 1919 are not
well remembered," said Reese. "I
know from the experience of
having had some individual
[Red Summer] things that not a
lot of evidence has survived." He
added that the disturbances of
the post-First World War era had much to do with economics. "There
had been a severe agricultural depression in the period before the war. So
you had a lot of people, both black and white, moving oc the farms and
into cities. Then there was a really quite sharp postwar recession, and a
lot of people who had gotten work in the course of the war suddenly
found themselves out of work in an urban environment."

In addition to the economic issues, there was political turmoil. "The 'red
scare' was going on. A lot of ultra-Americanism was in the air. All this
stuc in my experience is extremely rare, and to come upon it in a big
archive that touches upon things that were happening all over the
country is a really good acquisition for a big research library."

A representative of the Smithsonian's NMAAHC bought, among many,
many lots, an archive of 85 vintage photographs of African-American
vaudeville and minstrel show performers. For the collection that had
belonged to Louise Gunn, who was an actress, beauty-contest winner,
and mother of playwright, Xlmmaker, and actor William H. "Bill" Gunn
(1930-1989), the museum paid $11,400 (est. $2500/3500).

Of the images of the black minstrel shows in the lot, e.g., "Chocolate
Dandies," Day wrote in the catalog that they represent an era in African-
American theater that has been for the most part overshadowed by its
white counterpart, the "black face" minstrel show. "Ironically, African-
American minstrels, the very source of the medium, were forced to
blacken their faces with burnt cork in order to perform before white
audiences," he observed. "But just as minstrelsy itself evolved and became
a part of 'vaudeville,' so did many of the black performers here."

Such extended historical comments are a frequent part of Day's
descriptions, making the unpaginated catalogs lengthy despite the tiny
typeface. This sale's tome weighed more than 1½ pounds. The amount
of information can be overwhelming, but Day makes no apologies. On
the contrary, he said, "I've been told by institutions and private parties
that these catalogs are on their shelves as reference. This catalog was so
large because I've been ocered so much good stuc. There's no need to
hold it back. I decided the market and I could stand writing a larger
catalog."

Some might think that this is not an international market, and they
would be wrong. Two bidders whom Day identiXed as British bought
numerous lots by phone—one of them for institutions, the other as a
collector. Their respective wins included two pairs of slave shackles, a so-
called Slave Bible, a rare account of the Amistad captives' uprising and
legal battles, a George Wallace campaign poster, a rare Second World War
poster, and several important lots of civil rights-era material. A French
gallery bought items relating to Haiti. A major London book dealer
bought another of the Haitian pieces.

Yet it remains an overall thin market and an unpredictable one. Last year,
for example, Black Panther posters, copies of which Day had ocered
numerous times in the past, went through the proverbial roof. In
perhaps the 2011 sale's most astonishing moment, the iconic Huey
Newton poster of 1968—showing the Black Panther Party's minister of
defense wearing a beret and sitting in a fan-back wicker chair, a spear in
one hand, ripe in the other—sold to a collector for $19,200 (est.
$1500/2500).

Of the crazy prices for Black Panther items in general Day said, "They
went for so much because two people really didn't know what the market
should be; they just wouldn't let go." After that sale, he predicted, things
wouldn't go that way again this year, and they didn't. The Huey Newton
poster, estimated reasonably at $3000/5000, was passed on the day at
$1800, although it sold after the auction for $2640.

Nine other lots were passed too, though they also may have sold after the
auction. The only Black Panther material that made a signiXcant splash
was a lot of two posters, designed by Lazaro Abreu and illustrated by
Emory Douglas, that went to the NMAAHC for $6480 (est.
$800/1200).

The NMAAHC, which broke ground on the National Mall in February
and is scheduled to open in 2015, also bought one of the tiniest pieces in
the sale, a ¾" diameter pin-back, given out by the Scottsboro Boys
defense fund. It was produced in 1932, after the NAACP had dropped
the case and the defense of the nine African-American teenagers accused
of rape in Alabama had been taken up by the International Labor
Defense, the legal arm of the Communist Party in New York City. The
pin-back sold for $1440 (est. $350/500).

Wyatt Day's family had personal history with the case. "My mom and
pop worked for the Scottsboro Defense Fund, knocking on doors,
getting people to contribute," he said. "They were living in East Harlem
in the thirties. My folks were old lefties. My father's sister was Dorothy
Day of the Catholic Worker Movement. These people were a big
inpuence on why I do what I do."

Two copies of signed Xrst editions of Martin Luther King Jr.'s Stride
Toward Freedom: The Montgomery Story sold to two dicerent private
parties. Published by Harper & Brothers in New York in 1958, each was
inscribed. The one to Paul H. Douglas (1892-1976), U.S. senator from
Illinois, who fought for the Civil Rights Commission Act of 1957,
fetched $7200 (est. $5000/7000). The other, a presentation copy to
another civil rights leader, A. Philip Randolph (1889-1979), made
$10,200 (est. $8000/12,000).

Of Randolph's copy, Day said, "You couldn't have a better association,
and about the last half of the book is covered with marginalia. Randolph
wrote comments about what King wrote, made exclamation points,
underlined. It was almost as if he and King were having a conversation—
just amazing."

Day said that in the future he's hoping to work with Swann Galleries to
reissue all 17 years of the catalogs, annotated. "I'm planning to do an
overview of the market, because it really has changed. It would include
prices realized as well as an analysis. I think it would be valuable in terms
of helping people see where the market really is, because I still see dealers
pricing things all over the place. There still isn't a general awareness of
where the market is, although there is much more awareness of the
material."

For more information, contact Swann Galleries at (212) 254-4710 or see
the Web site (www.swanngalleries.com).

A collection of materialsA collection of materialsA collection of materialsA collection of materials
relating to the Brotherhoodrelating to the Brotherhoodrelating to the Brotherhoodrelating to the Brotherhood
of Sleeping Car Portersof Sleeping Car Portersof Sleeping Car Portersof Sleeping Car Porters
sold to the NMAAHC forsold to the NMAAHC forsold to the NMAAHC forsold to the NMAAHC for
$20,400 (est. $1500/2500).$20,400 (est. $1500/2500).$20,400 (est. $1500/2500).$20,400 (est. $1500/2500).
The nation's Xrst laborThe nation's Xrst laborThe nation's Xrst laborThe nation's Xrst labor
organization led byorganization led byorganization led byorganization led by
African-Americans, theAfrican-Americans, theAfrican-Americans, theAfrican-Americans, the
Brotherhood was charteredBrotherhood was charteredBrotherhood was charteredBrotherhood was chartered
in 1925 by the Americanin 1925 by the Americanin 1925 by the Americanin 1925 by the American

Federation of Labor. The material, dating from the PullmanFederation of Labor. The material, dating from the PullmanFederation of Labor. The material, dating from the PullmanFederation of Labor. The material, dating from the Pullman
railroad era of the 1910's through the 1950's, included anrailroad era of the 1910's through the 1950's, included anrailroad era of the 1910's through the 1950's, included anrailroad era of the 1910's through the 1950's, included an
original Pullman platform stepstool, porter's cap, books,original Pullman platform stepstool, porter's cap, books,original Pullman platform stepstool, porter's cap, books,original Pullman platform stepstool, porter's cap, books,
booklets, and photographs.booklets, and photographs.booklets, and photographs.booklets, and photographs.

The Xrst issue of the radicalThe Xrst issue of the radicalThe Xrst issue of the radicalThe Xrst issue of the radical
newspaper newspaper newspaper newspaper Black UnityBlack UnityBlack UnityBlack Unity,,,,
published at Camp Pendleton inpublished at Camp Pendleton inpublished at Camp Pendleton inpublished at Camp Pendleton in
August 1970, sold to a collectorAugust 1970, sold to a collectorAugust 1970, sold to a collectorAugust 1970, sold to a collector
in the U.S. for $3600 (est.in the U.S. for $3600 (est.in the U.S. for $3600 (est.in the U.S. for $3600 (est.
$1000/1500). It was produced by$1000/1500). It was produced by$1000/1500). It was produced by$1000/1500). It was produced by
Black Panthers for soldiers, likeBlack Panthers for soldiers, likeBlack Panthers for soldiers, likeBlack Panthers for soldiers, like
themselves, who had come to seethemselves, who had come to seethemselves, who had come to seethemselves, who had come to see
Vietnam as a "White Man's War"Vietnam as a "White Man's War"Vietnam as a "White Man's War"Vietnam as a "White Man's War"
being fought by abeing fought by abeing fought by abeing fought by a
disproportionate number ofdisproportionate number ofdisproportionate number ofdisproportionate number of
African-Americans.African-Americans.African-Americans.African-Americans.

A Xrst edition of A Xrst edition of A Xrst edition of A Xrst edition of A Red Record:A Red Record:A Red Record:A Red Record:
Tabulated Statistics and AllegedTabulated Statistics and AllegedTabulated Statistics and AllegedTabulated Statistics and Alleged
Causes of Lynchings in the UnitedCauses of Lynchings in the UnitedCauses of Lynchings in the UnitedCauses of Lynchings in the United
StatesStatesStatesStates by Ida B. Wells (1862-1931) sold by Ida B. Wells (1862-1931) sold by Ida B. Wells (1862-1931) sold by Ida B. Wells (1862-1931) sold
to an institution for $25,200 (est.to an institution for $25,200 (est.to an institution for $25,200 (est.to an institution for $25,200 (est.
$4000/6000). Published in Chicago in$4000/6000). Published in Chicago in$4000/6000). Published in Chicago in$4000/6000). Published in Chicago in
1895, it is a rare survival. Swann could1895, it is a rare survival. Swann could1895, it is a rare survival. Swann could1895, it is a rare survival. Swann could
locate only three copies in Americanlocate only three copies in Americanlocate only three copies in Americanlocate only three copies in American
institutions, with the rest listed asinstitutions, with the rest listed asinstitutions, with the rest listed asinstitutions, with the rest listed as
being on microXche.being on microXche.being on microXche.being on microXche.

A ¾" diameter pin-back,A ¾" diameter pin-back,A ¾" diameter pin-back,A ¾" diameter pin-back,
given out by the Scottsborogiven out by the Scottsborogiven out by the Scottsborogiven out by the Scottsboro
Boys defense fund, sold toBoys defense fund, sold toBoys defense fund, sold toBoys defense fund, sold to
the NMAAHC for $1440the NMAAHC for $1440the NMAAHC for $1440the NMAAHC for $1440
(est. $350/ 500).(est. $350/ 500).(est. $350/ 500).(est. $350/ 500).

The NMAAHC paidThe NMAAHC paidThe NMAAHC paidThe NMAAHC paid
$19,200 (est. $2000/3000)$19,200 (est. $2000/3000)$19,200 (est. $2000/3000)$19,200 (est. $2000/3000)
for an album offor an album offor an album offor an album of
photographs of the 332ndphotographs of the 332ndphotographs of the 332ndphotographs of the 332nd
Fighter Group, i.e., theFighter Group, i.e., theFighter Group, i.e., theFighter Group, i.e., the
Tuskegee Airmen, an allTuskegee Airmen, an allTuskegee Airmen, an allTuskegee Airmen, an all
African-American pursuitAfrican-American pursuitAfrican-American pursuitAfrican-American pursuit
squadron. The sale's coversquadron. The sale's coversquadron. The sale's coversquadron. The sale's cover
lot, the album included 77lot, the album included 77lot, the album included 77lot, the album included 77

images ranging in size from 3" x 5" to 8" x 10". They wereimages ranging in size from 3" x 5" to 8" x 10". They wereimages ranging in size from 3" x 5" to 8" x 10". They wereimages ranging in size from 3" x 5" to 8" x 10". They were
taken by one of the airmen at Ramitelli AirXeld, Italy, intaken by one of the airmen at Ramitelli AirXeld, Italy, intaken by one of the airmen at Ramitelli AirXeld, Italy, intaken by one of the airmen at Ramitelli AirXeld, Italy, in
1944-45. For more information about the Tuskegee Airmen,1944-45. For more information about the Tuskegee Airmen,1944-45. For more information about the Tuskegee Airmen,1944-45. For more information about the Tuskegee Airmen,
see the Web site (see the Web site (see the Web site (see the Web site (www.tuskegeeairmen.orgwww.tuskegeeairmen.orgwww.tuskegeeairmen.orgwww.tuskegeeairmen.org).).).).

An archive of 85 vintageAn archive of 85 vintageAn archive of 85 vintageAn archive of 85 vintage
photographs of African-photographs of African-photographs of African-photographs of African-
American vaudeville andAmerican vaudeville andAmerican vaudeville andAmerican vaudeville and
black minstrel showblack minstrel showblack minstrel showblack minstrel show
performers sold to theperformers sold to theperformers sold to theperformers sold to the
NMAAHC for $11,400NMAAHC for $11,400NMAAHC for $11,400NMAAHC for $11,400
(est. $2500/3500).(est. $2500/3500).(est. $2500/3500).(est. $2500/3500).

A 21" x 11" wood carving of a man,A 21" x 11" wood carving of a man,A 21" x 11" wood carving of a man,A 21" x 11" wood carving of a man,
possibly praying, sold to a phonepossibly praying, sold to a phonepossibly praying, sold to a phonepossibly praying, sold to a phone
bidder for $2640 (est. $800/1200)-bidder for $2640 (est. $800/1200)-bidder for $2640 (est. $800/1200)-bidder for $2640 (est. $800/1200)-
the buyer's only purchase. Thethe buyer's only purchase. Thethe buyer's only purchase. Thethe buyer's only purchase. The
catalog dated the piece to the latecatalog dated the piece to the latecatalog dated the piece to the latecatalog dated the piece to the late
19th or early 20th century.19th or early 20th century.19th or early 20th century.19th or early 20th century.

Originally published in the May 2012 issue of Maine Antique Digest. ©
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